
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 All cuboids, all cubes, all
bricks, all short boards and
all small triangular prisms

 Pictures of fences

 Collection of small toy
animals

15–20 minutes

KEEP ME IN, KEEP ME OUT

Fences Everywhere (Analysis and Explanation)

If possible, before doing this session, go for a walk or drive to look at a variety of fences so your child can see real 
ones. Talk about:
• What a fence is and what it is used for (keeping things, animals or people in somewhere or keeping them out

of somewhere – for example, keeping children safe from falling in pools or ponds, to stop people going into
the road, to keep animals penned in a field, to deter burglars, to keep balls inside a court and so on).

• What each is made of, their height, their purpose and the shapes/lines/patterns that they can see.
• Why they might have been designed that way (to be aesthetically pleasing and/or for a practical reason).
Then start the session by looking at the pictures of fences and recapping the discussion points above.

High Fences, Low Fences (Building by Imitation - Copycat All at Once)

Model for your child how to build several different fences – a few low fences (using bricks placed on their long 
narrow sides, cubes and prisms) and a few higher fences (using bricks and cuboids placed upright, either close 
together or spaced out evenly).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can build high and low fences.
Your child can build fences by copying a given example and by meeting given criteria.
Your child understands that they cannot make a tower of prisms.
Your child understands that cuboids are more stable than bricks.

To introduce the concept of height (high and low fences)
To demonstrate different ways of constructing fences
To introduce the concept of a block’s stability
To foster understanding of the relationship between an object’s structure and its function 
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You could take a sketchbook 
and pencil on the walk/drive, 
and draw the fences that you 
see. You can model drawing 
the main lines and shape of 

the fence pieces, and then let 
your child add to it (it would 

be like a review of session A8).



Then introduce the concept of stability – explain to your child that blocks are most stable when arranged with similar faces touching each other. 
Demonstrate that the fences you built with the blocks touching each other face to face don’t fall over when tapped; they are stable. Fences with 
spaces between the blocks are less stable – if you tap them they fall over.

Now ask your child to build two of the eight fences that they have seen. They should choose which ones to build, select the right blocks and build 
independently. When the fences are ready, ask your child to think of what the fences are for and to tell you. Suggest that they get one or more 
appropriate toy(s) and play with the fences according to their idea of its purpose. Allow them time to play.

Keep Me In, Keep Me Out (Building to Meet Given Criteria)

Revisit earlier discussions of the purpose of fences. Talk about possible uses of the fences and what type of fence (high or low) would be most suited 
for each purpose. For example, a low fence around a child’s sandpit helps keep the sand in one place but allows the child to get into the sand pit to 
play; a low fence around a flower bed reminds us not to walk on the flowers, but lets the gardener pull up weeds or plant more seeds; and a high 
fence around animals in the zoo keeps the animals safely away from the people.

Give your child some toy animals. Ask them to build fences so that both visitors to a zoo and the animals will be safe.

Toppling Towers (Analysis and Explanation)

Extend the concept of stability – model how a single prism is stable when placed on its base, but we cannot build a tower of them, and model how a 
brick is less stable than a cuboid.

Ask your child to try standing a prism on its pointed end (it can’t be done). Ask them to make a tower of prisms (it can’t be done).

Ask your child what will happen if they build a very tall tower by placing one brick on top of another, and what will happen if they try the same thing 
with cuboids – which do they think will fall sooner? Ask them to try it out. Have them build a tower of bricks very carefully and a tower of cuboids very 
carefully, like in the image below left (the brick tower should topple first). Then have them try the same but by placing the blocks horizontally like in 
the image below right – now which tower is more stable, or is there no difference?

Help your child to verbalise their conclusion: It is easier to build a tall tower out of cuboids as tall brick towers topple over more easily; bricks, 
especially when used vertically, are not as stable as cuboids.

KEEP ME IN, KEEP ME OUT – continued 
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Cut out each picture separately.
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Cut out each picture separately.
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